
Issue: Accuracy of AD5422 does not meet specification

Observation:
- none of the configurations meet the specified accuracy
- linear increase of the output error at one temperature
- high variation of that error over several devices

Configurations: 
- schematic according to attachment (last pge, AD5422BREZ is used!!!)
- 4-20mA, REXT, external reference voltage by ADR02BRZ
- 4-20mA, REXT, internal reference voltage
- comparison of boost-mode and no boost (transistor removed), 
- comparison of external and internal reference voltage
- load range 10 Ω to 390 Ω (no influence on results)
- control register written in one command (simultaneously REXT and OUTEN)

Measurement setup:
- high precision multimeter Keithley 2700
- temperature chamber

Calculation of FSR %:
  error = (difference mA / 20 mA) * 100 %
- example:

- Please consider the graph on the next page in that context!

Question:
- Is the calculation of the error correct?
- Please clarify the specification:
  The datasheet Rev. G, page 42 says Iout TUE = 0.3%FSRmax.
  Figure 48 on page 22 gives a much lower value at 20°C (0.01%).

Please consider the next page as well!

DAC-value measured 
output [mA]

ideal value 
[mA]

difference 
[mA]

error [FSR %]

65535 19.9772 20.00 -0.0228 -0.114

0 3.9965 4.00 -0.0035 -0.0175



Explanation of the graph:

Boost: transistor T1 and R17 used acc. to schematic (see below)
No Boost: T1 removed, R17 = 0 Ω
ext. Ref external reference voltage ADR02BRZ at pin 15 REFIN
int. Ref ADR02BRZ removed, pin 14 REFOUT connected to pin 15 REFIN
ext. Rset external precise resistor at pin 13 RSET
int. Rset internal resistor configured in control register (bit REXT = 0)

- boost configuration seems worse (device A)
- external reference seems worse  (device A)
- high variation of one configuration over several devices (No Boost, int.Ref, ext.Rset)
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